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Welcome to Stoneham
Welcome to Stoneham Kitchens.
Where every kitchen is bespoke,
custom-designed to your specifications,
to enrich and enliven life and match
both the ambience you want to create
and the space you want to work in.
That’s because at Stoneham we know
that a kitchen is much more than just
a room for preparing food. For most
of us, whether in a city apartment or
a country cottage, the kitchen is the
most important space, the heart of
your home. A place for cooking,
eating, entertaining, chatting, creating,
working, playing – and more besides.
A Stoneham Kitchen can be exactly
what you want it to be, hand-built
using only the finest materials to be
anything from a reflection of your
lifestyle to a striking design statement.

Evolve – Stone/Macassar

In fact, the Stoneham range has
something for everyone, from the
classic country kitchen to the
contemporary workspace and just about
anything in between. We take enormous
pride in the fact that every Stoneham
kitchen is designed and built to meet
the individual needs of our customers and
is subject to standards of personal and
expert service that allow no compromise.
As you’ll see in this brochure, when
you’re in a Stoneham kitchen you’re in
a room furnished by one of the most
unique and highly regarded furniture
manufacturers, a space where form
meets function, where scale meets detail,
where tradition meets innovation. And
where 140 years of expertise produces
timeless design and dependable quality.
Designed for living.
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Designed for living

Crafted by hand and fine-tuned by technology
At Stoneham we’ve been working in wood since 1864, designing and producing everyday items and beautiful
furniture to meet the individual needs and tastes of our customers. Including, it should be said, Her Majesty the
Queen, Stoneham having been proud holders of a Royal Warrant since 1995. The company has been at the
forefront of bespoke kitchen design since the 1950s, displaying the skills, craftsmanship and unfailing attention to
detail that can only be provided by a family business that has been delivering uncompromising quality for
five generations. That, perhaps, is why Stoneham Kitchens are characterised by their use of natural materials –
wood, stone, marble, granite and recycled glass – an approach that produces kitchens designed to outlast the
whims of fashion and deliver a lifetime of pleasure and service for our customers.
Every Stoneham kitchen is hand-built to

business. We take a refreshingly

order, by craftsmen who take enormous pride

long-term view, building mutually

in combining their knowledge and skills with

beneficial relationships with customers,

the very latest engineering techniques and

suppliers and employees and supporting

technology. Our kitchen designs also utilise the

ecological sustainability, sourcing our

latest thinking in functionality, adopting the

timber responsibly and paying full

revolutionary principles of Dynamic Space ,

attention to product lifecycle.

®

which divides even the smallest working
area into zones of activity, ensuring that

In short, when you choose a

every kitchen design delivers optimum

Stoneham Kitchen, you choose a

efficiency, flexibility and organisation.

commitment to quality, to the most
rigorous standards of workmanship

It should come as no surprise, therefore, that

and to an approach to kitchen

our kitchens are invariably named as a ‘key

design and supply that is responsible,

feature’ when properties are offered for sale,

dependable and guaranteed to give

a fact that fits very well with our approach to

a lifetime of service.
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The Heritage Collection
Traditional or contemporary in-frame styles
Built to last, designed to make an impression
main A substantial solid Cherry work surface
completes this magnificent island.

Characterised by its in-frame construction, a kitchen from the

bottom middle Specially commissioned
curved wall units add fluency to the design.

values. Fine materials and time-honoured detailing combine with

bottom left Solid Cherry corbels
support the extraction housing.

Stoneham Heritage range imparts a sense of solidity and traditional
integrated design features to deliver a look that is classic but capable
of endless variation. Traditional and contemporary styles are available,
all with the latest in kitchen technology, incorporating innovative
features and fittings designed to enhance functionality and maximise
efficiency. Doors and drawers feature controlled closure systems,
clever storage ideas open up a wealth of possibilities and integrated
cupboard and drawer organisers make use of all the available space.
You can choose from a wide variety of styles and finishes including
English Character Oak, American Black Walnut, American Wild Cherry,
Maple and White Oak. Smooth painted surfaces are also available, in a
wide range of standard colours and with an entirely bespoke option to
exactly match your desired colour scheme.
Whatever your choice, you can be sure that your Heritage kitchen
will delight you and your family, add style and value to your home
and stand the test of time.
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Penshurst Painted

Elegant and classical with in-frame detail, Penshurst painted
is a true modern classic, blended with sumptuous granite
and fully integrated appliances. Painted with your choice
of colours to stunning effect.
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Penshurst

With its simple lines and features, Penshurst is a timeless classic. It combines
traditional craftsmanship and in-frame styling with contemporary materials
and high-tech features to maximise access, convenience and storage
capacity. Available in four different finishes – Character Oak, American White
Oak, American Wild Cherry and Maple – Penshurst can be whatever you
want it to be. Light Oak with polished granite. Maple with stainless steel.
Character Oak with Solid Walnut. The choice is yours.

main Penshurst Light Oak features
framed curved doors and offers
softer, attractive design possibilities.
far left Plate warmers, coffee
and steamer appliances specified
in this design.
bottom A substantial island feature
includes three distinctive areas,
functions and work surfaces.
left Butler sink flanked by
substantial Light Oak columns.
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Penshurst

Light Oak with specially commissioned
Burr Oak centre panels and drawer fronts.
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Penshurst
The Splendour
of Oak

The traditional, timeless lines of the
Penshurst range mean that the design
works beautifully with whatever timber
you choose. Mix Light Oak or Maple
with stainless steel and granite for a
contemporary look. Or opt for Warm Cherry
or Character Oak, with its knots, clusters
and splits, for a more traditional feel. But
tradition doesn’t mean compromising on
convenience, technology or functionality.
Controlled closure systems are fitted to

main Penshurst Character Oak is a magnificent
material for character knots and grain content.
Island features include double roman profile
worktops – a real focal point in this kitchen.

doors and drawers as standard. Integrated
cupboard and drawer organisers maximise
storage space and aluminium sink-unit
drip-trays prevent damage to cabinet

below right Controls for hobs and modular
appliances are located in drawer fronts for
convenience. A vertical tray unit provides two
trays, a solution that is both elegant and handy.

interiors or structural joints.

information
Character Oak is selected to include
random natural knots and shakes. Colour
and character variation will be prominent
by design. Some minor secondary surface
checks may occur on Oak after installation.

below left Specially commissioned vertical
frieze above wall units adds allure and sense
of permanence to the design.
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Penshurst Painted

Elegant and classical with in-frame detail, Penshurst
Painted is a true modern classic, blended with
sumptuous granite and fully integrated appliances.
Painted with your choice of colours to stunning effect.
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Knole FF

main Knole Painted – French Grey. Concave
hob run feature.
above Island drum unit with Zebano collar.
right Island feature contrasts Knole Natural Walnut
with a French Grey painted finish.

Ightham FF

The beauty of solid Oak frames and the distinctive grain of the wood is enhanced
by brushing before painting to your choice of colour finish. The square-shouldered
frame provides a crisp, fresh façade that is timeless in its appeal.

left Ightham’s striking Oak grain visible beneath
the painted façade.
below Extra wide sliding glass doors provide
instantly accessible storage. Pull out frontals can
conceal useful extra work surfaces.

The Knole kitchen makes apparent the
possibilities inherent in a totally bespoke
kitchen design, created to fit in with the
unique personality of your home. The simple
uncluttered lines, square shoulders and smooth
painted centre panels combine beautifully
with timber versions of the same design, while
the painted finish can be in any colour of your
choice, offering tremendous design potential.
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Knole
Maple + Walnut Beaded

In this kitchen, Knole celebrates the wonder of wood by
matching a solid, Pale Maple frame and birds-eye centre
panels with the richness and warmth of American Black
Walnut beading and accessories. The result is a classic
look with a contemporary twist that works well within a
traditional in-frame construction. The joy of this bespoke
Knole design is the freedom it gives the interior designer to
indulge and be creative with different timber combinations.
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Scotney

Beautiful when blended with existing
architectural features
Scotney is a traditional kitchen guaranteed to add a touch of
elegance to every home. For centuries craftsmen have
hand-painted such kitchens in-situ to match or complement
the room in which they’re fitted. Alternatively, our repertoire of
factory-finished, smooth painted surfaces may be just perfect

main The popular chimney breast feature with
mantle shelf can be created in its entirety or
adapted to enhance an existing feature.
bottom Each door is fitted within its own
outer frame, giving an elegant façade.

for you. While creams and lemons are popular, the finish can be
painted in the colour of your choice. Scotney looks particularly
good when blended with existing architectural features such as
chimney breasts and alcoves.
Centre panels on doors are raised. If preferred, this detail can
be continued onto drawer fronts or specified for single panels.
As an alternative to concealed hinges, brass, pewter or chrome
butt hinges can be fitted to augment the traditional design.

information
An optional framed drawer front is available
if preferred. Careful consideration should be
given to suitability of handle choice if selected.
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Marlborough

Marlborough’s modern, yet classical

yet traditional build qualities on an

well with the horizontal grain of the

appeal takes on whole new dimensions

in-frame design. There’s so much to

central panels, adding an extra linear

when the rich and inviting lustre of

delight the eye, with a pleasing use of

dimension. Also available in other

American Black Walnut combines

angles and curves throughout, plus the

timber options, including Oak, Wild

with the stark elegance of steel and

impressive Walnut and aluminium inlay

Cherry, Maple and painted finishes,

aluminium. Such dramatically contrasting

columns, which flank both sides of the

Marlborough offers a huge range of

textures and finishes work well

central cooking zone so effectively. The

features and accessories for greater

together in Marlborough’s bold, angular

elongated shape of the optional bi-fold

storage and real design flexibility.

construction, with its modern,

doors on wall units works particularly

main and left Curved and angled cooking zone
ergonomically engineered to please the chef.
below left The right handle makes all
the difference – great choice too.
below middle Enjoy the ultimate cooking
luxury – a tepan.
below right Controls are cleverly set into
furniture façade.
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Marlborough

Marlborough’s marriage of innovative design and traditional craftsmanship creates
a unique environment that is both invitingly contemporary yet pleasingly classic.
Matched with steel, black mirror glass and polished granite, the rich hues and
lustrous grain of American Black Walnut are quite sublime.

main and right Contemporary yet classic furniture
is equally comfortable with an Aga as it is with large
capacity built-in ovens. A bespoke plate and utensil
rack completes the theme.
bottom The substantial island feature is flanked by
solid Walnut posts on each corner.
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Marlborough

Marlborough’s clean, chiselled lines, shown here in Light Oak, are enhanced by the
horizontal grain on centre panels and drawer frontals. Stoneham’s huge repertoire of
design options includes a fully bespoke service capable of meeting the most inspirational
design brief. Internal storage and features add superb practicality and space efficiency.

main Drum units flank the hob area. A retractable
extractor hood allows discrete efficient extraction
when required.
far left Lime quartz surfaces on drum units add
vitality and visual zest to the island.
left Raised glass breakfast bar with angled bar
supports elevate the bar by 200mm.
below An impressive Oak island features soft
curves and open shelving to the living area.
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The Avant Garde collection
Modern living

The Stoneham Avant Garde Collection
uses the more contemporary ‘lay-on’
door design to create a different
look to the traditionally framed
Heritage Collection.

right Harmon Kardon® integrated music system
including door speakers.

The range features over 20 kitchens

left Shaped Oak open shelving system.

that take the best features of traditional

below right Integrated LED lights add accents to
the designs.

build techniques and add an innovative

bottom left Built-in coffee machine.

as inlaid veneers combined with painted

approach to the design. Features such
finishes and laminates with solid timber,

bottom right Large island for cooking, food
preparation and entertaining.

glass, steel and aluminium. The Avant
Garde Collection also incorporates
some of the most advanced fittings and
ingenious storage solutions available.
Generous 500mm deep drawers,
original fittings on all standard base
units, incorporate the famous Stoneham
controlled closure mechanism.
And as in the Heritage Collection, the
Stoneham bespoke service facility is
available to provide design solutions for
problems posed by rare or awkward
architectural features, unusual dimensions
and particular lifestyle requirements.
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Elan

Smooth, handsome and rich, Elan lives up to its name
with uniquely seductive lines of horizontally planked
American Black Walnut veneer. Combined with the
flowing contours of sleek surfaces, this much-soughtafter real wood finish makes a stunning statement when
contrasted with the silver of steel and aluminium on
plinths, handles and tambours. It also works beautifully
with granite and timber worktops, while black mirror glass
façades offer another appealing contemporary option to
consider. Elan completes the perfect kitchen scenario with
slam-free drawers and doors, innovative Stoneham space
solutions and inspirational shapes for the designer looking
for ways in which to use clever accessories.

main and above Deliciously decadent solid
Black Walnut worktops.
above left Concealing steel tambours slide
to provide instant access to interiors.
left & below Lots of elegant options – like black
mirror-glass on doors as well as bevelled granite
work surfaces on curved drawer units.
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Elan

Elan’s smooth flowing façade, in distinctive
planked horizontal grain veneers, blends
perfectly with contemporary materials
like stainless steel and mirrored glass.
The addition of curved frontals, as
shown here, creates a pleasingly
seamless design that looks elegant in
the American Light Oak featured, and
similarly impressive in Cherry or Maple.
This stylish kitchen preparation console
includes ample, well-considered storage
and integrated appliances, like a healthycook steamer, a state-of-the-art coffee
machine and a clever, space-saving
combination oven. Notice how the
shaped tambour units streamline the
flow, with Oak trays effortlessly
punctuating Elan’s curvaceous lines.

STONEHAM

®
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main & below Providing ideal storage for crockery,
the curved niche unit is conveniently backlit.
bottom left Curved doors link different worktop
depths seamlessly.
bottom right Generous drawers with very flexible
space divisions.
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Lullingstone

The natural appeal of Lullingstone, shown here in
Character Oak, owes its simple allure to the random,
knotty individuality of the wood and the classic lines
of its period-inspired design. But don’t be fooled by
appearances. Despite its unpretentious heritage and the
use of traditional materials, this Lullingstone kitchen is
a blend of uncompromising luxury and sophistication,
especially when it comes to convenience of use,
function and design flexibility. When teamed with steel
and dark polished granite surfaces it creates a timeless
design for modern living, full of subtle ingenuity.
The kitchen is also available in Maple, Light Oak and
American Cherry.

main The circular solid Oak breakfast table is integrated
within the island design featuring a cylindrical table
support with attractive stainless steel collar.
below & right All framed doors feature a subtle vertical
flute on the frame, adjacent to the centre panel.
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Tate + Tate Colour

The particularly generous solid Oak frame dimensions and deep
recessed centre panels provide Tate’s distinctive style. The
enduring appeal of Natural Oak can be matched with Tate colour,
a palette of selected colours with Oak’s distinctive grain still visible
through a painted façade. This is a kitchen where choice is limitless
and luxury, convenience of use and function are uncompromised.

main Sweeping curves for harmonious
contemporary design.
left Wide drawers with high capacity runners
for all storage needs.
below left & right Clear glass bar area
continues the curved, simple lines.
bottom Large capacity storage cupboard with
gull-wing doors for uninterrupted access.
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Evolve

Dramatised by clean lines, sleek surfaces and optional accents of rich colour, Evolve
is a truly contemporary kitchen, as beautiful as it is functional. Its hardwearing solid
acrylic polished surfaces are completely waterproof and easy to maintain. However,
the real beauty of Evolve is in its chameleon-like ability to mix and match with
whatever colours, textures and finishes you choose. There’s a vast palette of high
gloss colours available and Evolve also works magnificently with natural grain.
main Polished white surfaces flow around the
contours of the room.
left Aubergine gloss surfaces, Ebony Macassar
veneers and Glasseco work surfaces form this
sensational island.
far left Add vibrancy with a splash of colour (lime).
bottom Aubergine façades contrast with white
high gloss surfaces.
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Grey
5068

Dark Cyan
5471

Pale Grey
5195

Beige
5525

Cream White
5196

Citrus Orange
5570

Light Grey
5290

Bordeaux
5600

Stone Grey
5295

Hot Pink
5601

Anthracite
5297

Red
5655

Black
5299

Maroon
5771

Royal Blue
5380

Latte
5772

Aubergine
5390

Cappucino
5773

Mint
5421

White
5907

Lime
5440

Alpine White
5910

Strata

This striking Strata design lets the timber do the talking – in this case it’s American Black Walnut. Although
the look is inspired by today’s minimalism, the result achieved is yet another contemporary Stoneham classic,
destined for a long life, beyond the fads of mere fashion. It features a distinctive, wide-bevelled, solid timber
frame, enhanced and elongated with horizontally grained centre panels, further accentuated by steel handles
to produce a clean-lined, linear look. Strata is also available in Maple, Oak, Walnut and smooth painted finishes.
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Strata
main & right Natural Walnut kitchen with large circular
breakfast bar and steel and black mirror accents.
middle right & bottom A twin-motor extractor
sits above the concave hob run, with an island sink
conventionally situated opposite.

Photography courtesy of Hitchambury Homes
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Strata

Strata’s distinctive style comes from wide bevelling and horizontally
grained Light Oak veneers. Five-part shallow drawer fronts accentuate
the wide linear look and the clean, Light Oak finish teams superbly with
other materials such as steel, glass, Corian and painted surfaces.

main The dramatic sail-shaped island with
raised glass bar is the room’s focal point.
left The island’s contours and clever use of
materials soften its profile.
bottom left Angular horizontal profiles on
doors and drawers give a contemporary look
to Traditional Oak.
bottom right A modern classic in Light Oak:
also available in Maple, Cherry and American
Black Walnut.
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Strata

This timeless design combines Light
Oak façades and classic white painted
features including accents to cornice
and double quadrant columns.
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Goddington
Sturdy Oak – nothing compares to it for strength, durability and of
course natural beauty. Specify it in Light Oak and witness the small
random knots and grain variations in Goddington’s solid character
Oak frame, with its handsome raised and fielded centre panels.
This classic design represents Stoneham craftsmanship at its best
– every component built to withstand the rigours of modern living

1

White Cotton Oak.

2

Pale Blue Oak.

3

Sage Oak.

and last beyond the whims of fashion. As an alternative, choose
Goddington painted Oak and add colour to the distinctive grain,
subtly visible through a painted façade of white cotton, pale blue
or sage. This is easily incorporated as a complete room design, or
to add emphasis to a zone or island feature.

information
The amount of apparent grain including small
knots may vary on painted specifications.

main & left Pale blue oak, cool, calm and
naturally beautiful.
far left & below left Handsome, solid, raised and
fielded centre panels are evident on door and deep
drawer frontals.
below Double roman profile to the stonework
surfaces add emphasis to round pillars.
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Mode
The alluring appeal of Oak grain sits conspicuously beneath the painted façades. Choose
pale blue or sage for a gentle pastel effect, mussel or cotton white for harmonious neutral
themes or add drama and mood with anthracite or lava oak. All offer tremendous scope for
the designer and may be combined very effectively with ranges such as Ambience Light Oak
for further contrast. The inside story is similarly inspired, with interiors carefully organised
according to their function by incorporating Stoneham’s Dynamic Space® technology.

main & left Mode Anthracite Oak with Hi Macs
surfaces. Storage solutions in the form of frosted
glass cupboards and Mode Anthracite Oak drawers.
The popular block of four appliances arranged in
symmetrical fashion.
bottom left Clean, contemporary surfaces contrast
with the warmth of the grained Oak doors.
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Aspen

Nothing expresses today’s clean, uncluttered look better
than the Aspen kitchen. Made from solid hard white Maple
frames and abundant Maple veneers, Aspen adapts well to
modern living in contemporary apartments, traditional homes
and architecturally featured properties. The clean lines match
steel, aluminium and other cool metals particularly well and
optional stainless steel tambours, decorative cutouts and
coloured glass inserts add style to doors and wall units.

main Solid frame doors and Maple keystone
columns illustrate Aspen’s huge range of design
possibilities in this striking architectural setting.
right (2nd from top) Curved doors soften
this peninsular design.
right Decorative door cut-outs
and stainless steel bow-fronted tambours
are striking in the pale Maple veneers.
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Edwardian

Edwardian’s simple, elegant framed doors provide a perfect blank canvas
for creative design. Factory-painted in a broad selection of contemporary
colours or painted in situ, possibly to match other room features the
finish will result in a most individual kitchen. Stoneham offer a large
menu of accessories to accentuate Edwardian’s design features and
introduce shape, flow and definition to the room. A host of innovative
storage solutions make Edwardian as functional as it is beautiful.

main Combining functionality with style, this
attractive island features a raised glass bar surface.
bottom left Fully integrated dishwasher concealed
by door and feature plinth.
above middle Raised chrome breakfast bar supports
provide an elegant glass bar solution.
above Full width curved bar handles follow the
curved drawer contours.

information
Doors and visible panels/accessories are
supplied primed for on site painting or can be
factory-painted to a colour of your choice.
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Infinity
Infinity permits highly contemporary design. A choice of five surfaces including white,
cloud, cream, graphite and black all feature a matching 3D-effect glass edging. This
is a design without constraints, as Stoneham will produce furniture to your precise
requirements. The design works well with other colours for contrast, or indeed with
timber if the appearance is to be softened slightly.

main Monochrome design study with an
abundance of modern appliance technology
and clever storage solutions.
right top Low level media cupboards complete
the room design.
right bottom 60mm Quartz surfaces incorporate
LED under-lights and a retractable extraction hood.
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Infinity

main Black high gloss contrasts dramatically with
white façades. Hidden extraction extends for use.
below left Internal storage drawers and tall
“Le Mans” carousels.
below right These tall units feature surround frames
in Macassar/Walnut veneers for a distinctive design.
bottom White high gloss surfaces combined with
Macassar/Walnut accents. Particularly effective
with steel handles.

above Under-mounted sink with waste disposal
air switch and filtered water SWICH®.
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Vibe + Infinity

For a stunning visual effect featuring superb high gloss door fascias with
3-D glass-effect edges, combine Vibe + Infinity. The range of five colours
includes white, black, graphite, cream and cloud.
This individual approach provides a uniquely versatile canvas for
developing a room theme in a single colour, or for introducing an
eye-catching two-tone effect with either another high gloss colour or
a natural timber. A range of beautiful handles allows you to make the
perfect choice for your individual kitchen scheme.
Door designs allow the designer to meet the most demanding of
specifications, including the ability to cater for fully bespoke cabinet
dimensions if required.

main Infinity anthracite HG finishes incorporate
horizontal Gaggenau equipment and Harmon
Kardon® music system. Speakers are integrated
within unit doors.
right Curved corner doors permit freedom of design
for bespoke, functional cupboards.
bottom right Integral “J” trim profile results in a
clean uninterrupted flow between doors.
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Fusion

Colour your kitchen life with endless possibilities with Fusion Bespoke. It all starts at
the finish, in the shades of your choice, allowing you to introduce colour to your kitchen
design, either as a complete room, concept or as accent colours, blended with timber and
other surfacing materials. Stoneham has the palette, design skill and technology to create
a themed dream kitchen in the hues you choose, complimented by the textures and
materials that will complete the perfect picture. Just pick a colour.

main and near right Fusion Bespoke (shown
here in Lime Zest) provides a fresh vitality with
seamless corian surfaces. The curved back panel is
veneered in specially commissioned Satin Maple
and cross banded Rosewood.
far right Concave curved drawers provide a
convenient corner access solution.
below Fusion’s cool tone – blue ashes combines
beautifully with Elan’s Light Oak.
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Fusion
As the name suggests, Fusion is the perfect base for uniting colours, texture and surfaces to form a new and unique
finish. Its simple design is equally effective when specified as a complete room concept or blended with other ranges
to contrast or accentuate selected areas or features. The seamless door façade with discreet pencil radii is available in
classic white painted finish (seen here in the main picture) or in many other standard colours. Fusion Bespoke extends
the choice even further for a truly unique finish to your new room design.
Fusion’s adaptability doesn’t stop at aesthetics. It also offers huge design scope, with numerous functional interior
options designed to maximise storage and optimise room layout.

The perfect
choice for
colour, texture
and alternative
surfaces.

main & below right Cool white façade with
concealed integral handles provide a minimalistic
appearance to this room.
right & bottom left Stainless steel drawer sides
(special order) and worktop supports continue the
minimalistic theme.
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Ambience
main Ambience horizontally veneered Light Oak
matched with arrow bow handles.
below Fully extending internal drawers, with
thoughtfully divided interior fittings provide supremely
organised storage.

Whichever timber finish you choose,

bottom left Arrow Bow handles (three sizes available).

Ambience creates the perfect kitchen

bottom right Ambience vertically veneered Light Oak
with special stained surfaces.

atmosphere with its smooth, flushsurfaced doors and handsome, crown cut
veneer finishes. Choose Maple with its
distinctive blonde graining or alternatively,
American White Oak, Warm Cherry or the
rich lustrous brown tones of American
Black Walnut. There is also a choice of
horizontally or vertically veneered panels.
All offer tremendous scope to blend with
colours from the Fusion, Opticolor or Evolve
ranges, especially when you combine
steel, aluminium and glass. Designed
with comfortable modern living in mind,
Ambience also offers a huge and exciting
range of accessories.
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Pulse
Pulse combines form and function like no
other. The ultra high gloss finish coupled
with smooth drawer fronts and doors
provides the perfect base for today’s
high-tech, minimalist, maximum-efficiency
kitchen. Embracing the Dynamic Space®
concept, the kitchen focuses on five
zones: consumables, non-consumables,
cleaning, preparation and cooking.
Each zone incorporates high specification
fittings and accessories to ensure superb
performance. Together, they form a
kitchen that’s cool, clean and effortless.

Cool, clean and effortless
main Striking contemporary design is further
enhanced by this imaginative island.
right 90º corner drawers – superb access
to the deepest room corners.
below This imaginative island and peninsular
bar introduces timber in combination with
Pulse design.
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Flow

Flow provides a design look and feel that is smooth, uncluttered and
striking in its clean simplicity. Beautiful high gloss façades with sleek
integral J trim handles deliver a minimalist, uninterrupted finish that
is at the same time both streamlined and timelessly classic.
Colour choices include white, ivory and dove grey, specially
selected soft-palette tones that are ideal for introducing other
colours or timber finishes to complete the design.

main Muted colours match with a Walnut finish for a
classic, striking effect.
top left & middle High gloss façades with sleek J
trim handles give clean, uncluttered lines.
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Avola + Avola TT

Our latest Avola designs are highly distinctive and individual, featuring a
heavily textured structure, surface and linear grain. The versatile colour range
gives options for every living area, while hints of grey in each design provide
numerous combination possibilities with each other or to combine with
plain colours, timbers, steel, aluminium or stone surfaces. Avola TT features
a discreet steel top trim, which adds the practical function of a handle with
a nearly handle-less appearance. Combined with the vast range of interior
accessories and unit design options, the Avola will allow any kitchen designer
to create an eye-catching solution for any home.

main & below Champagne Avola TT, with
full-width steel trims that provide a discreet,
nearly handle-less appearance.
left The optional “TT” steel trim is functional
yet unobtrusive.
far left The attractive structured surface (truffle
brown Avola) adds 3D character without being
too deep or intensive.
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Opticolor

If you have an eye for colour and unlimited imagination for design
then Opticolor is the kitchen for you.
Opticolor units are of understated design to enable you to mix and
match them with whatever features, accessories and colour you
like. Silver with Walnut. Alabaster with warm Milano Cherry. Light
Oak with alabaster. Opticolor allows you to stretch your imagination
without stretching your budget.
main & below right Curved Maple doors,
teamed here with silver door surfaces, add
great appeal.
below left A sleek sliding glass door wall
unit in satin optifloat glass.
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Beautiful furniture

At Stoneham, we receive frequent requests to create fitted furniture for many
other rooms in a home, beyond the kitchen. Whether it’s a playroom, a bar,
a study, a media room for all the family, a bathroom or bedroom, we have
the experience, the technical know-how and the creativity to provide an
outstanding, fully bespoke service to our customers.

3

Our discerning buyers and production designers have access to some of
the finest veneers, timber and innovative technical fittings, and can provide
beautiful, functional storage solutions throughout the home.

2

main Fully bespoke Light Oak open shelving and
handle less storage cupboards.
1

Low level Light Oak media cupboard.

2

Natural Walnut bedroom cupboards and
mirrored doors.

3

Highly distinctive, Satin Walnut. Vertical veneers
on bedroom units.

1
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Beyond the kitchen

8

4

5

6

7

9
4

Drinks cabinet in exquisite Macassar,
Walnut, Maple and Corian Lime Ice.

5

Bookcase and storage cupboard in natural
Cherry veneer and classic white painted.

6

Stunning circular bar design in Black Walnut,
Macassar and Satin Walnut with Corian and
solid Black Walnut bar surfaces.

7

Classic white shelves are back lit for
maximum effect.

8

Large spiral staircase has perimeter curved
sliding glass units.

9

Floating effect media cupboards and shelving in
Black Walnut.

10

10 Bathroom drawers and open shelving units in
Black Walnut.
Photography courtesy of Hitchambury Homes
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Accents

8

So often the inclusion of a specific design detail, be it a shape or an exotic
material, can make a significant difference to a room design. Just as a little
jewellery can enhance the simplest of garments, so it is with furniture.
Consider veneer inlays in Ebony Macassar, Burr Oak or Pippy Poplar. Or

1

Flyover shelving in Walnut/Ebony Macassar
with mini LED lighting.

8

Engraved names on chopping boards, drawers
and accessories personalise your room.

2

Door accent features in Macassar combine
beautifully with plain surfaces.

9

Black mirror glass frontals in Light Oak frames
conceal this Gaggenau fridge/freezer.

3

Introduce feature veneer on columns and
pilasters for a touch of opulence.

10, 11

4

Concave drawer unit with concealed LED
lighting in Corian worktop above.

5

Double quadrant pilaster and cornice.
Light Oak and white accents.

6

The introduction of Burr Oak veneer adds
natural beauty.

7

LED lighting radiates via clear glass
worktop edge, above curved units.

perhaps LED lighting carefully concealed beneath work surfaces or flyover
shelving, while mirror glass adds a gloss surface in an otherwise textured
design. Even engraved names on chopping boards or drawers can provide
a flourish of individuality. Our approach to furniture making will make your
experience a very personal one.

1

2

9

Door accents in Burr Walnut, Burr Oak, Pippy
Poplar and others can embellish a plain surface
within a design scheme.

10

11

3

Handle Less

12, 13 & 14
Steel horizontal trims create space for the
optional concealed finger pull.

12

15 Push operation doors. Once pushed the door
gently springs open.
16 Push operation drawers. These glide into action
and for the ultimate experience – electrically
powered Servodrive drawers make drawer
opening effortless.

At Stoneham we have a variety of
optional handle-less solutions that may
be incorporated into the furniture design

6

in a specific area of a room or as an
overall room concept. Your designer
can guide you further on how they
will suit your room scheme.

13

4

14

15

5

7
16
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1

The Inside story
style

So apparent in the design and manufacture
of our kitchen ranges, the Stoneham
legendary attention to detail applies in

Arena Style® is the latest innovation in kitchen

equal measure to our selection of the

storage, providing improved functionality for

finest kitchen accessories, appliances

shelving and baskets. The contemporary,

and features available. Our accessories

sleek steel chrome bands surround an anti-slip

section shows a host of clever, efficient,

shelving system that significantly limits the

space-saving ideas to make your

movement of stored objects while opening and

kitchen as practical as it is delightful.

closing doors and accessing cupboard interiors.

2

1

The storage sophistication of a compact chefs
pantry featuring Arena Style® baskets.

2

Chrome steel bands epitomise the minimalist
styling – Arena Style®.

3

The impressive anti-slip shelf system
is a standard feature throughout the
Arena Style® range.

4

The magic corner unit glides into view with
impressive anti-slip shelf system – Arena Style®.

5

This cleverly designed slimline bottle
storage/towel rail (150mm) takes up
minimal space. Available in a wide range
of co-ordinating finishes.

6

The remarkable Le Mans Carousel makes
storage simple and supremely accessible.

3

5

4

6
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Storage

7

Be creative...
mix and match
a wide range of
accessories and
storage solutions

11

1

1

A bottle rack with stainless steel drip tray may be
specified in drawer storage units.

2

Wide drawers (in this instance two drawers with
a single frontal) have lateral dividers and organise
contents securely.

10 Plate organisation par excellence! Moveable
Beech pins perfectly position and secure
crockery in drawers.
11 This remarkable pullout organiser makes storage
simple and totally accessible in small spaces.

3

Single door, multiple drawers inside.

4

Concave curved drawers – black intivo/aubergine
bespoke glass.

12 & 14
These pull-out cleaning baskets are removable
and sit perfectly under the sink.

5

Enjoy perfectly organised food storage with this
provision divider system.

13 High capacity 600mm waste bin. 2 x 42 ltr,
soft close function.

6

Cutlery dividers in solid Maple, available in a wide
choice of sizes.

7

The pullout table is an excellent solution for extra
working space there are two models available.

8

Our clever pull out shelf system allows easy
access to items stored.

9

One of our many waste bin solutions. Waste
segregation made easy.

3

8

13

4
9

2

5

12

14

6

10
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Organisation

Control technology

SERVO-DRIVE
by Blum

Perfecting motion for doors
Soft-close BLUMOTION

2

With BLUMOTION you’ll never have trouble
closing kitchen doors or drawers again.
Whether it’s a shallow cutlery drawer, a

1

door or a deep, wide storage drawer, with
the BLUMOTION system, the result is a soft,
controlled and slam-free closing action every
time. Even the smallest doors can now
close with one silent and graceful action
Simply switch BLUMOTION on or off.

3
With integrated BLUMOTION, the perfect

6

motion is achieved when opening and
closing. Drawers and high fronted pull-outs
can open automatically using an optional
electrical drive. A light touch or light handle
pull creates freedom of motion and high
opening comfort.

1

Supreme accessible storage with the Lavido
pull out storage – 120kg capacity soft open/soft
close (left) and the pantry system with separate
door racks (right).

2

Convex curved units with curved
basket pull outs.

4

5

7

3, 5
Drawer storage units. Each individual
plate organiser lifts out.
4

6

Fitted as standard, the sink unit drip tray prevents
damage to cabinet interiors or structural joints
that could be caused by accidental spillage.
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BLUMOTION has also been integrated into the
AVENTOS lift mechanisms used to control the
elevation action on overhead cabinets. This
adaptive soft-close system ensures faultless,
soft and controlled closing of the overhead
cabinet doors, no matter what size, weight or
configuration. It means the door can be opened
effortlessly, to any desired position, and closed
with the slightest pull to secure a soft and safe
re-seating of the door.
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Stoneham full extension drawer systems,
both metal and wood, feature this peerless
BLUMOTION system. What’s more, it operates
under all conditions and irrespective of the load
which the drawer or pull-out is carrying.
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Dynamic Space®
Non-consumables

Consumables
Cleaning

Perfect organisation
The kitchen is no longer just a working

In essence, Dynamic Space® separates

environment. It has become the social hub

a kitchen into five main activity zones:

of the home, host to a diverse range of

consumable storage, non-consumable

activities from cooking to leisure, working

storage, cleaning, preparation and

and entertaining.

cooking. Each of these activity zones is

Preparation

Cooking

strategically designed and organised so
At Stoneham we are working with Blum,

as to offer optimum storage and access

the company that has revolutionised

to the commodities, implements, utensils

storage space concepts, to develop

and equipment that are required, allowing

modern kitchen design using their new,

the kitchen to become highly functional

registered, Dynamic Space concept.

and efficient.

®

below Kitchen with mixed kitchen zones:
264m per day, approx 1927km over 20 years.
bottom With a DYNAMIC SPACE® planned kitchen:
210m per day approx. 1530 over 20 years.
Savings: 397km (20%).

Dynamic Space® is not just a grand phrase but a revolutionary idea. Dynamic Space® identifies five distinct storage zones for kitchen
activities. The result is a stunning kitchen, brilliantly designed so that a host of innovative features provide everything just where you
need it. Full extensions, internal dividers, deep wide drawers and special pull-outs – all custom designed to store materials where the
activity takes place. Efficient, flexible and supremely organised – shouldn’t all kitchens be built along these lines?

Consumables:

Non-Consumables:

Cleaning zone:

Preparation zone:

Cooking zone:

Typically, provisions

This zone is used

This zone not only

The preparation

This zone does not only

such as preserved

for the storage of

accommodates the

zone is one of the main

include a ceramic hob

food, rice, pasta and

tableware such

sink and dishwasher

work zones in kitchens.

and oven but other

of course refrigerated

as crockery, glasses,

but also storage areas

Appliances, kitchen

gadgetry such as a

products are kept in

cutlery etc.

for cleaning utensils

implements, spices

steamer, a microwave

and materials. It also

and lots more should

and extractor hood.

houses the waste and

be located close to the

Pots, pans, baking

recycling area.

worktop intended for

sheets and cooking

preparing food.

utensils are all items

this zone.

that should be readily
available in this zone.
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Work Surfaces – granite, glass, timber…

8

This cylindrical shape unit features bespoke
solid timber work surfaces shown here in
American Black Walnut.

10 Emphasising features in the room design, these
bespoke end-grain solid timber work surfaces
provide stunning natural wood detail.

9

Solid timber may be used as an accent work
surface on islands or throughout the room.
Shown here with under-mounted bowls.

11 A solid Oak horseshoe shape bar surface
surrounds a tepan set into 60mm
thickness granite.

Available in a wide range of materials, designs and colours, our huge range of worktops
will enable you to find exactly what you need to enhance your Stoneham kitchen. Solid
timber, polished granite and stainless steel will give your kitchen a luxurious feel. Consider
glass, in its many guises, for breakfast bars or complete rooms. High-pressure laminates
are particularly hard wearing, while the highly flexible Corian worktop can be moulded

1

Circular solid Oak breakfast bar is supported
by cylindrical table support with its stainless
steel collar.

2

Granite – under-mounted 11/2 steel bowl,
grooved drainer and upstands.

3

Double roman profile edge detailing adds
elegance and shape.

4

Granite – creative shapes for perfect
dining comfort.

5

Bespoke cantilever arms support this raised clear
glass bar around a substantial island design.

6

Starburst effect to glass backsplash by clear/
etched pattern.

7

Port sockets provide power supply to awkward
situations such as corners and island units.
Simply pushed away when not required.

into drip trays, splash-backs and sinks for the ultimate in streamlined finishes.

1

3

4
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Handles
Mix and match

Knobs

Handles

Handles (128mm centre)

Handles (160mm centre)

Handles (160mm centre)

**S/Steel Effect Knob. 201

Tab Pull. 435

Bulbous D. 211

Sculptured Pull. 207

Convex D. 433

Pewter/Black Grip. 227

Bi Metal D. 208

Splayed D. 472

Cup Pull. 234

12mm S/S Effect Bar. 300

Arrow Bow. 228

Raft D. 473

Chrome

See premium handles 0.40 for other
12mm s/s bar handle lengths.

S/Steel Effect

(32mm horizontal centre)

Your choice of handle will have a marked effect on the look of your kitchen. Accentuate smooth
lines with wide and long stainless steel bars. Enhance traditional grains with cast iron or pewter
handles. Complement delicate features with discreet Walnut or Maple knobs. Choose to be
different and mix traditional and contemporary styles and materials. Your specialist kitchen

Handles

designer will advise on availability and suitability of handles for specific ranges.

Premium handle range

Arrow Bow. 229
(256mm Centre/400mm overall)

**Oak Knob. 204

Outline Square Pull. 216
S/Steel Effect. Central door
position.

ZZ Pull Brushed Steel. 310
(160/260 overall)

**Walnut Knob. 212

Handles

Offset Scoop Pull. 231

(192mm Centre/256mm overall)

Offset Scoop Pull. 232

Slim Grip Brushed Steel. 315
(160/184 overall)

Edge Inset Handle. 233
S/Steel effect handle can be used on door thickness
18mm or greater, in conjunction with aluminium top
and side spacer trims (30mm planning space)

(96mm centre)

ZZ Pull Brushed Steel. 311
(160/400 overall)

(288mm Centre/352mm overall)

(96mm Centre/135mm overall)

(64mm horizontal centre)

**Conical Steel Knob. 434

Cast Iron D. 456

Arched D. 403

Logo D. 210†

**Rose Bud Pull. 457

Offset Scoop. 230

Engraved D. 408

Oblong D. 432† STONEHAM

STONEHAM

Oblong D. 432†

OD22 Steel Bar Handles.
Ref 331: 160mm centre/188mm overall
Ref 332: 309mm centre/337mm overall
Ref 333: 627mm centre/655mm overall

Slim Grip Brushed Steel. 316
(320/344 overall)

Chrome. See premium handles
0.40 for other lengths.

Logo D. 210†
† Logo D. 210 and
Oblong D. 432 have
special ends showing the
engraved Stoneham logo.

Rattlesnake D. 330
(128mm Centre)

Twisted Bar. 334
(320mm Centre)

Twisted T Pull. 335

Tulip D. 437

Combed D. 438

OD14 Steel Bar Handles.
Ref 336: 160mm centre/188mm overall
Ref 337: 309mm centre/337mm overall
Ref 338: 627mm centre/655mm overall

12mm Stainless Steel Bar Handles. Premium.
Available in a range of eleven
lengths plus a curved profile
to suit curved drawer
storage units.

**Cast Iron Knob. 466

Sculptured Pull. 206

Tubular S/S Effect D. 451

Knobs (16mm centre)

Solid Square Pull. 217

**Wedged Arch D. 453

S/Steel Effect

Flat Pewter Grip. 478

Inset Aluminium Handles. 339
These are machined into centred positions
on doors/drawer fronts. False panel and drawer fronts
should be considered also to maintain
aesthetic balance.
Door
Door
Door
Door

Handle combinations

Allen Key D. 471

Chicane D Stainless Steel Effect. 479
** These standard handles are suitable for curved door 1000mm width. Other standard handles can
be supplied but may leave a small angle space between handle base section and panel curvature.
Alternatively, consider curved Premium Handles developed to suit this requirement.

up to 219mm – Handle width 111mm
from 220mm-444mm – Handle width 143mm
from 445mm-794mm – Handle width 271mm
from 795mm & above – Handle width 335mm

This handle can be specified on following ranges,
FUSION, ELAN, AMBIENCE

Handle profile (plan view)
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Implementation – a total service

Our philosophy is simple. Every project we
undertake – whether creating a totally new
kitchen or extending or refurbishing an
existing one – is as important to us as it is
to you, for our reputation is at stake.

BY APPOINTMENT TO
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
FURNITURE MANUFACTURERS
STONEHAM PLC. SIDCUP, KENT.

The decision to invest in a new kitchen
requires thorough research, expert

Bespoke designs
If you want to preserve or enhance
unusual architectural features, or even
create a few new ones yourself, specially
commissioned designs and accessories
are undertaken with pleasure.

With you every step
Every Stoneham Appointed Kitchen

advice, in-depth discussion and the

Centre offers a totally comprehensive

security of professional workmanship.

professional service so you can choose

Careful consideration on all aspects of

as many or as few services as you require.

design, installation, plumbing, electrics

But whether you opt for the whole

and interior decoration is essential. A

design, installation and decorative

Stoneham Appointed Kitchen Specialist

service or prefer to work with your own

makes this entire process a comprehensive,

sub-contractors, you can rest easy in the

professional and seamless experience.

knowledge that your Stoneham kitchen
will be crafted by hand and fine-tuned

Something of a dream

by technology.

From the moment you step into a
Stoneham Appointed Kitchen Centre you

Your first step

will be surprised how easy and enjoyable

Our network of Stoneham Appointed

the whole process is. First, each spacious

Kitchen Centres is in place throughout

centre displays a wide selection of

England, Scotland and Wales to serve you.

kitchens in room settings so you can

So, to take your first step, please

see how different styles, colours and

call our sales line 020 8300 8181 or

combinations can work in a home.

visit www.stoneham-kitchens.co.uk
(click on Implementation), to find the

Every Stoneham kitchen is made to

Centre most convenient to you.

order. Which means that every Stoneham
kitchen is an original masterpiece. Expert
kitchen designers take time to guide you

Frequently listed as
a major selling point
in property advertising,
the cachet of a
Stoneham kitchen
adds appeal and value.

through the vast repertoire of accessories
and features so as to match your kitchen
perfectly to your needs.

1

With a Stoneham
Appointed Kitchen
Centre you‘ll be
surprised how easy
and enjoyable the
whole process is.

1

Kitchen showroom at Sylvarna Kitchen Design,
Chichester, West Sussex.
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Thank you

Sustainability

It is said that a picture paints a thousand

Today, Stoneham’s directors

From our suppliers, we actively seek

words and this is certainly true of our

wholeheartedly recognise the

proof of their commitment to continuous

kitchens. The photographs in this brochure

imperative to be environmentally

improvement in environmental

illustrate the beauty, the detail and the

considerate, which is why Stoneham plc,

performance, information on the

scope of Stoneham kitchens in a way that

in all areas of its activities and policies,

source of wood products and evidence

words cannot express.

supports ecological sustainability.

of good forest management practice.
As a company policy, Stoneham plc

However as every Stoneham kitchen is

With best practices observed, wood

will only source materials from suppliers

designed and built to meet the individual

products are the ultimate sustainable

who are operating within the laws

needs and tastes of our customers, we

and recyclable materials, thermally

of their countries. In areas such as

simply don’t hold a warehouse full of

efficient in use and requiring low

transport, energy usage, filtration plants,

furniture that we can photograph. We

energy consumption to process.

waste disposal and health and safety

therefore photograph only kitchens in our

requirements, the company aims to adopt

Stoneham Approved Kitchen Centres or

environmental standards that do more

those in our customers’ homes.

than just comply with legal requirements,
but which go significantly further, to

I want to express therefore my sincere

promote the highest environmental

gratitude to all of our customers who

standards and fully integrate

kindly granted us access to their homes

environmental considerations into our

to photograph many of the kitchens you

operational decision making.

see on the preceding pages. Without their
support and understanding, we would not

As part of its responsibility, Stoneham

be able to show you many of the stunning

plc is working with sectorial sustainability

kitchens you see in this brochure.

expertise from the British Furniture
Manufacturers Trade Association to

Apart from being able to bring you

address relevant issues. Initiatives include

such delightful photographs, visiting our

regular third party audits, as well as

customers’ homes has reassured us

participation in an ambitious environmental

that our kitchens mature beautifully and

research programme to address impacts

www.stoneham-kitchens.co.uk
tel: 020 8300 8181

continue to operate efficiently throughout
their lifetimes.
I hope you agree and we look forward

throughout the product life cycle.
In addition, the company has been
certified as a member of the BFM

to being of service.

Health and Safety Certification Scheme,
which is recognised by the Association
of British Insurers.
Groundwork is a national environmental
regeneration charity committed to helping
businesses, schools, and communities across
the UK become more environmentally
sustainable. Stoneham PLC has been working
with Groundwork to improve environmental
performance across a range of activities,
including reducing waste going to landfill, and
minimising water and energy usage.

Adrian Stoneham

BY APPOINTMENT TO
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
FURNITURE MANUFACTURERS
STONEHAM PLC. SIDCUP, KENT.

STONEHAM
FINE FURNITURE SINCE 1864

®

The information contained in this brochure was accurate at the date of going to press. However, Stoneham reserve
the right to alter prices and specifications and to withdraw units at any time. Timber and veneer are used extensively
in our product range. Careful selection of materials is used. However, as they are natural materials a variety of grain
structures and slight colour variations should be expected. The colours shown in this brochure are as accurate as the
printing process allows.
Designed and produced by Yello Fish Ltd. Tel: 07813 067675. Email: gretchen@yello-fish.com
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Stoneham plc incorporates some of the
finest materials and components available
and the sheer longevity of our furniture
means it will surpass whims of fashion
and premature obsolescence. This alone
is a most important statement in carbon
footprint reduction.

Stoneham plc
Powerscroft Road, Footscray,
Sidcup, Kent, DA14 5DZ, England.
Telephone: 020 8300 8181
Facsimile: 020 8300 8183
E-mail: kitchens@stoneham.plc.uk

www.stoneham-kitchens.co.uk
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